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Chairman`s Message

FOSTERING A GLOBAL
MARKETPLACE FOR INDUSTRY
SOLUTIONS

On behalf of the International Road Federation (IRF) and our
panel of judges, I would like to congratulate the winners of the
2020 IRF Global Road Achievement Awards. They are an asset
to an industry that is constantly investing in new solutions to
deliver efficiency gains and sustainability advances that benefit
everyone.

H.E. Abdullah A. Al-Mogbel
IRF Chairman

Instituted in 2000, the Awards have distinguished more than 185
programs, projects and products from around the world. Today,
the Awards are recognized as a prestigious industry accolade
in their own right, but they also serve to remind a much wider
audience that the mobility everyone takes for granted would not
be possible without the talent and commitment of our industry.
For our sector, they also serve as an accelerator of progress
and new ideas. By showcasing new technologies and creative
solutions, we are able to learn from each other, and build on our
successes.
IRF’s flagship industry award program is characterized first and
foremost by its universal appeal, and this year is no different
with 11 winners from eight countries. The diversity and quality
of these projects are also a great testament to IRF’s status as
the global marketplace for best practices and industry solutions.
I invite you to examine them in detail and to submit your own
exemplary projects to the 2021 GRAA Competition.
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ASSET PRESERVATION AND MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

PACIFIC COAST HIGHWAY – SOUTH LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
VSS INTERNATIONAL, INC.

C

alifornia State Route 1, also known as the Pacific
Coast Highway or “The PCH” stretches throughout
California along the Pacific Ocean from Mexico north
to the Oregon border. Located in southern Los Angeles
County with a surrounding population of almost 10 million
people, more than 80,000 vehicles travel on this section of
roadway each day as it serves as the main commuter, commercial and beach route for thousands of local residents.
This section of State Route 1 also serves the Port of Long
Beach which can have thousands heavy trucks hauling
freight to and from incoming cargo ships on any given day
or night. Long Beach is one of the largest industrial ports
in the world handling over 6 million container units and 82
million metric tons of cargo every year worth nearly $200
Billion dollars.
The California Department of Transportation contracted with
VSS International, Inc. of West Sacramento, California to
resurface a 22-mile section with 130 lane miles of pavement
stretching from Seal Beach to Artesia Boulevard in Los
Angeles County. With a total contract valued at over six
million dollars, this contract required nighttime placement

of over eight million square feet of slurry seal under intense
working conditions between the hours of 9 PM and 6 AM.
Safety of both the construction team and the traveling public
were the highest priority on this project. Nightly safety
meetings were held at the start of every shift to address the
many challenges when it came to worker & public safety on
this project. As a result, there were no accidents, injuries or
safety issues on this project.
Because slurry seal is typically placed during daylight
hours, one of the more challenging technical requirements
on this project was designing a Type III Slurry Seal mix
design and emulsion formulation allowing it to be placed
at night in a demanding coastal environment and cured
sufficiently enough to handle the morning commuter traffic
when opened at 6 am. Thanks to the expertise of VSS
International’s Technical Team, VSS was able to complete
over 900,000 square yards of slurry seal under intense
nighttime working conditions.
VSS completed their massive scope of work in less than 40
nights by utilizing multiple crews to limit the inconvenience
to the traveling public. Project success was due mainly to
the tremendous amount of planning of preparatory work
and the precision coordination and execution on a scale
rarely seen on any pavement preservation project.
Ultimately the PCH project was completed well ahead of
the owner’s anticipated schedule as a result of exemplary
professionalism, communication and partnership between
Caltrans and VSS. This cooperation resulted in superior
project appearance and increased aesthetic value to the
local shareholders. The use of the Type III slurry seal
product provided Caltrans with substantial costs savings
vs. conventional maintenance methods and conserved
significant amounts of energy & natural resources.
Ultimately, Caltrans was very satisfied with the project.

Jeff Roberts
Senior Vice President
“ Not only is winning this prestigious award a tremendous testimony to the hard working men and women of VSS who performed this work in Los Angeles, we are so grateful to the International Road Federation for recognizing that sustainable
pavement preservation techniques play a huge role globally in protecting our planet through the conservation of limited natural
resources. ”
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CONSTRUCTION METHODOLOGY

LARGEST METAL BURIED BRIDGE
THE MINISTRY OF ENERGY AND INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT, UAE

T

he Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure Development aims
towards a sustainable and integrated infrastructure, that
supports the country’s global competitiveness through the
development of balanced infrastructure capable to compete
through organizing, planning, constructing and maintaining infrastructure projects and organizing the federal housing sector
in accordance with the world’s best standards and specifications through optimal investment of resources and in partnership with the relevant authorities.
The construction sector is a major source of greenhouse gases.
Under the increasing concern about climate change and growing
construction activities, the whole sector is challenged to shift
focus toward sustainable solutions. The traditional procurement
often prioritizes technical and economic viability, while their
environmental performance is overlooked.
The UAE government today is urged to seek new approaches
to reduce environmental burdens. Soil steel composite bridge
(SSCB), alternatively, was found to be a functional equivalent
solution to the Slab Frame Bridge and shows advantages in low
in low cost and ease of construction. SSCB is favorable due to
its easy constructability, low maintenance as well as competitive
cost. Shamal bridge became a very specific and unique
landmark in UAE, especially after being awarded by Guinness
World Records for the Largest Metal-Buried Bridge. MOEI drive
to such achievement was guarded by the conditions to achieve
the intended results with a simple and sustainable solution. The
simplicity of the project was manifested in the use of two major
items (corrugated steel sheet and soil) eliminating all the cost of
maintenance of the normal bridge joints and bearing pads.

esthetical, environment-friendly and cost effective. The bridge
was built as a part of the new extension of Emirates roads (E611)
and completed in February 2019. The nature of the innovation
used in this project is underlying its methodology. While the
construction of similarly concrete bridges is relatively complex,
evaluation the lifecycle of the two approaches\techniques was
done based on the structure of the bridge and excluding the
excavation and backfilling of foundations, since they are equal
in two bridge types, and the associated environmental burden
from the diesel consumption by the construction machinery
is negligible in an overall life cycle perspective. The rapid
construction approach on-site and bolting the curved corrugated
steel plates which was carried out close to the final location of
the bridge reduced substantially the traffic disturbances and
further mitigates the associated environmental impact.
The SSCB bridges technique is currently being adopted
by MOEI throughout their standards and specifications in
upcoming projects that involve bridges, culverts, underpasses,
overpasses, animal crossings or tunnels. In addition to the
above, the Ministry has adopted the sustainable development
approach by respecting the management and conservation
of natural resources, by adopting an environmentally non
degradable technique, the bridge construction was aligned with
the conservation of the land, water and plant, which was used
and managed in harmony with nearby natural resources.

The system is known by its simplicity based on few items to
be used: Corrugated Steel and Soil. This simplicity makes
the technology easy and fast to be built while giving the
bridge the ability to carry the usual and unusual loads. Using
this technology, beautiful arch bridges can be built without
a complicated scaffolding, bearings, expansion joints, etc.
furthermore, corrugated steel bridges are almost maintenance
free. Flexible steel structures are built quickly, strong, durable,

Ahmed Abdalla Alhammadi
Director of Federal Roads Department, Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure Development, UAE
“ The Ministry of Energy and Infrastructure appreciates the great efforts made by the International Road Federation in developing a
platform that gathers best practices around the globe while increasing the visibility and recognition of such achievements.”
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DESIGN

SUHUA HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

CECI ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, INC., SINOTECH ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS, LTD., AND
DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF HIGHWAYS, MOTC

T

he Suhua Highway is a major provincial roadway that
connects the northern and eastern regions and of which
are arguably the most rugged terrains in Taiwan. It dates
back to a historical trading trail constructed along steep coastline
and dangerous environment, established nearly 150 years ago.
The trail later Suhua Highway faced constantly road closures
due to earthquakes, typhoons, and heavy rainsfalls. Emergency
maintenance and reconstruction tasks were very often taking place
when seasonal and natural disasters stroke.
The Directorate General of Highways (MOTC) joined forces with
the CECI Engineering Consultants and the Sinotech Engineering
Consultants and acted vigorously to design and improve Suhua
Highway to account for the safety concerns, since 2009. The
project presented tremendous challenges in nature. Challenges
including adopting stringent requirements for preserving the
regional indigenous cultures, protecting local environment, and
resolving complex geological / hydrogeological situations were
mandated and accommodated by design. Multiple innovative and
eco-friendly solutions were employed, which includes:
•

Optimal alignment was reached by comprehensive studies in
geology and hydrogeological investigations and designed by
3D geological models. It was suggested to divide into three
sections and comprise of

→ Section A (North) → 9.3KM length;
→ Section B (Middle) → 20KM length;
→ Section C (South) → 9.1KM length
•
Multiscale monitoring systems were designed and installed to
monitor the ground water, air quality, plant, and animal life.
Flexible contracting approach was chosen and as such enabled
•
contractors to use best engineering judgements and fitted
construction methods to deal with geological uncertainties
during construction.
• A disused railway tunnel was brought back to operate and it
helped mitigating environmental impact by transporting dugout
earths and gravels by trains, instead of trucks.
•
The Guyin Bridge interconnecting the two tunnels in the
system was considered by adopting a unique twin-tube and
cylinder-shaped structure and extending an inside-out portal
construction tactic from tunnels which significantly minimized
environmental impacts.
•
Numerous advanced emergency response and rescue systems
were deployed in long tunnels, featuring automatic water
mist fire protection, integrated tunnel ventilation, and smoke
extraction systems.
A viaduct foundation was relocated due to an unforeseen
•
archeological site discovered and artifacts dated back more
than 1,800 years old were unearthed.
•
ITS and a Truck Control Zone were utilized to monitor and
maintain traffic flow and speed.
•
Aesthetic design of structures were engaged to complement
with local rare landscapes and rich cultures
Numerous benefits were obtained, including shortening the travel
time, decreasing traffic accidents, mitigating natural disasters,
boosting regional economy, reduced the greenhouse gas emissions,
endorsing the local tourism and recreation business, and advancing
the capacities of multimodal transportation. Least but not least, it
was also recognized by the ISO 10467 certification and overall carbon
footprint reductions from sections A, B, C were 73,447, 194,580,
and 70,121 tCO2-e, respectively. The Suhua Highway Improvement
Project has improved the dire needs of safety concerns and opened
to traffic in January 2020 after a decade’s effort.

Cheng-Chang Hsu
Director General of Directorate General of Highways, MOTC

“ It is a profound honor to be awarded the IRF 2020 GRAA in Design for the Directorate General of Highways,
CECI Engineering Consultants, and the Sinotech Engineering Consultants. We are very grateful to be recognized
globally and will keep working together with IRF to design and construct more sustainable, resilient, and safer
roadways in Taiwan.”
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ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION

TOOWOOMBA SECOND RANGE CROSSING PROJECT - AUSTRALIA
NEXUS DELIVERY (ACCIONA & FERROVIAL JOINT VENTURE)

T

oowoomba Second Range Crossing (TSRC) is a 41km
long road project located within Toowoomba region in the
Australian State of Queensland. It is the largest Australian
Government funding commitment to a single road project in
Queensland’s history and jointly funded with the Queensland
Government. The $1.6 billion project is a road bypass to the
north of Toowoomba city. The route is designed and built to
increase freight efficiency, and significantly improve driver safety
and community amenity by avoiding 18 sets of traffic lights and
removing heavy vehicles from the city of Toowoomba.
The project was delivered through a Public Private Partnership
between the State of Queensland and Nexus Infrastructure (NI).
Nexus Infrastructure (NI) awarded the design and construction
phase to a joint venture between the global construction
companies Acciona and Ferrovial.
A focal point of the project is the construction through the Great
Diving Range which is a series of mountain ranges with a peak
of 2228m (Australian Height Datum). The Toowoomba section
of the Great Diving Range is known to have sensitive native
vegetation and be home to some endangered, vulnerable and
near-threatened specimens of Australian flora and fauna including
koalas and Delma torquata (a type of legless lizard), a vulnerable
species of national significance. The geology of the Great Diving
Range resulted in the need for construction of an 800m viaduct.

The project has shown an outstanding performance in
environmental mitigation in both design and construction. Areas
of significance include protection of native grass species and a
cryptic reptile species (114 specimens of Delma torquata were
translocated), management of water quality during construction,
conservation of soils in adjacent farming lands, stakeholder and
community management and the management of Indigenous
cultural heritage (artefacts and places of significance).
A number of innovative and sustainable designs have assisted
in keeping costs to budget while ensuring environmental best
practice is implemented. For example, the use of onsite foam
bitumen, asphalt and concrete batching plants reduced haulage
costs and lessoned greenhouse gas emissions. Where possible,
locally extracted rock material has been reused to produce the
pavement aggregates, resulting in cost efficient pavements and
maintaining a sustainable outcome for the project. Clearing limits
were minimised to preserve vegetation and fauna habitat; where
trees were required to be cleared, hollow sections were relocated
for habitat and those remaining were mulched and used for
stabilisation along the alignment.
A significant project successfully delivered to the people of
Queensland.

The project was extremely complex and technically challenging
which utilised innovative engineering design solutions and the
best environmental mitigation measures featuring more than 20
million cubic metres of earth works, 24 bridge structures including
an 800m viaduct, six dedicated fauna underpasses and four
million square metres of disturbed land rehabilitation.
The TSRC was designed to preserve the environmental and
cultural legacy of the area, its heritage, flora and fauna and the
quality of life for residents. Relationships have been built with
the local community and stakeholders including landowners,
community groups, government departments, local councils and
other organisations.

Mike Millar
Project Director, Nexus Delivery (Acciona & Ferrovial Joint Venture)

“ We are delighted that all of our hard work on this project has resulted in this prestigious award. This achievement will allow the Joint Venture partners to further promote global best practice within their operations”
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

THE INTEGRATED ROAD INVESTMENT PROGRAM (IROAD)
SRI LANKA ROAD DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY (RDA)

T

he Integrated Road Investment Program (iRoad) in Sri
Lanka will improve the accessibility of the road network
in rural areas and thereby increase the involvement of the
rural population in nationwide economic and social development.
The program will upgrade and maintain 6,450 km of rural and 750
km of national roads to all-weather standard. The program was
launched in 2014 taking Southern Province as Pilot Project where
588 km of rural roads were successfully upgraded and now have
been replicated in the remaining 08 provinces in Sri Lanka.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) provided two Multi Finance
Facility programs amounting to USD 1,700. The Government
of Sri Lanka (GOSL) component is USD 290 million. The ADB
also provided input in implementation of safeguards - social,
environmental & road safety, and other capacity building through
separate Technical Assistance facilities.. The implementation
period is from 2014 to 2027.
Impact and outcome: The impact of the program is improved
connectivity between rural communities and socioeconomic
centers. The outcome is increased transport efficiency on project
roads.
Outputs: (i) improved road conditions of 6,450 km of rural and 750
km of national roads to all-weather standard; (ii) enhanced capacity
of road agencies and local authorities with respect to road asset
management, project management and contract administration.

The Ministry of Roads & Highways is the executing agency, and the
Road Development Authority (RDA) is the implementing agency.
The RDA packaged the 2,173 nos. roads into 105 nos. Contract
Packages. The number of roads in each Contract Package varied
from 11 to 45 and the length varied from 44km to 102 km. The
value of each Contract Package varied from USD8 million to
USD15 million.
The program was centrally managed by a dedicated Project
Management Unit (PMU) headed by Project Director (Coordination),
with delegation of powers given to Project Implementation Units
(PIU) based in each province headed by a Project Director. Separate
Project Implementation Consultants (PIC) were appointed for each
Province, headed by a Team Leader for design and construction
supervision.
The civil works construction period was 24 months and
sustainability was ensured by adding 03 years of Performance
Based Maintenance (PBM) to each Contract.
Safeguards constituted of three components environmental,
social and road safety and was implemented to comply with ADB
guidelines.
As a Social Safeguard a rigorous Grievance Redress Mechanism
(GRM) was in place during the construction phase. Initial
grievances were addressed at site level, with unsolved issues
being escalated to Grievance Redress Committees (GRC) formed
at 02 levels of Local Government hierarchy, viz. Village Officer
and Divisional Secretary levels, the final authority being the Chief
Secretary of the Province.
Context Sensitive Design (CSD), being a novel approach to road
design in Sri Lanka was adopted with extensive input from the
public during the design phase through public consultations with
GRC members. Local and environmentally friendly solutions were
made use of during construction in constructing retaining and
other drainage structures.
The success of the iRoad program in Sri Lanka is well demonstrated
by the fact that the iRoad concept is currently being replicated in
Nepal and Bangladesh by the ADB.

Jennifer Weerakoon
Project Director. Project Coordination and Western Province, Integrated Road Investment Program

“ Winning the Project confirmed us the value of team effort, continued commitment, and our confidence. ”
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PROJECT FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
NOOR ABU DHABI PROJECT - SMART LED LIGHTING RETROFIT FOR ABU DHABI ISLAND STREETS
ABU DHABI MUNICIPALITY
The Noor Abu Dhabi Project was one of the outcomes of Public
Lighting Strategy that has been adopted by the city of Abu Dhabi since 2012. The term “Noor” is an Arabic word that means
the Light or Shine (“Shine of Abu Dhabi” Project). The strategy endorsed sustainability principals that result in stimulating
economic efficiency, promoting environmental responsibility,
utilizing smart applications in operating the city infrastructure,
reducing carbon footprint, enhancing public welfare, and ultimately contributing to Abu Dhabi City image as a World Class
City.
The United Arab Emirates (UAE) Government in general has
been emphasizing using the Public Private Partnership (PPP)
framework to encourage the private sector to participate in the
development of projects and to increase investments in different fields. Through such framework, Emirate of Abu Dhabi
aims to implement sustainable and competitive economy, serve
public interest through the integration of both partners efforts,
funds and expertise, make use of the private sector’s capabilities, motivate the private sector to innovate, achieve cost saving on projects’ operation and maintenance, promote economic
growth by creating more job opportunities, reduce government
spending and funding and share economic risks with private
sector.

sector (i.e. Concessionaire) to invest in replacing approximately
forty-three thousand existing high power-consuming High Pressure Sodium (HPS) and Metal Halide (MH) luminaires with the
latest power-efficient LED technology, and introducing a new
smart central lighting control system and a city-wide wireless
communication system to provide more intelligent operation
practices such as interactive control of every light pole, real-time
condition data collection and implementation of adaptive lighting control (i.e. dimming during late night periods). Following
a 5-stage installation, the concessionaire will be in charge of
operation and maintenance of the lighting network for 10 years.
Contractually, the Concessionaire is reimbursed through sharing the savings accrued in power consumptions costs by an
agreed fixed amount calculated by the Concessionaire himself
based on the estimated power consumption of the LED luminaires that he is proposing to replace the existing conventional ones. The performance of the services in terms of the new
system efficiency and level of responsiveness will be measured
through mutually agreed Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s).
Payment will be paid monthly by ADM for each stage, starting from the completion of installation over a period of 10.25
years (10-year Operation and Maintenance period plus 3-month
hand-back period).

With Noor Abu Dhabi Project, Abu Dhabi City Municipality
(ADM) has launched a breakthrough initiative, the first in the
UAE and MENA Region, aiming at retrofitting the existing conventional high power-consuming road lighting in Abu Dhabi Island, as initial step, with a new sustainable and smart lighting
system through a PPP model. Retrofitting to the new Abu Dhabi
lighting standards, utilizing power saving Light Emitting Diode
(LED) technology coupled with a smart lighting control system,
will reduce the current high level of lighting by 66%, will reduce
maintenance expenses by 80%, and cut energy consumption
by 75%, which will eventually provide a general reduction to
ADM’s total annual street lighting budget.
The Scope of Work of this unique PPP model directs the private

Mohsen Al Braiki
Director of Infrastructure Development Department, Abu Dhabi City Municipality

“ This win shows the hard work and achievements of Abu Dhabi City Municipality employees, and it will help boost
employees morale and improve motivation toward greater achievements. Finally It make us feel proud to be a part
of Abu Dhabi Municipality team.”
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JINAN-QINGDAO EXPRESSWAY RECONSTRUCTION AND EXTENSION PROJECT
SHANDONG HI-SPEED CO., LTD

T

he Jinan-Qingdao expressway is a heavily-loaded
transportation artery with a total length of 309.2
kilometers. It connects two important cities,
Jinan and Qingdao, in Shandong Province, China. Its
original four lanes are extended into eight lanes via
the technique of double-sided widening, with a total
investment of 4.267 billion USD. This project started
in June 2016, completed and open to traffic for five
months ahead of schedule.
The whole project, over 309 km, constructed at the
same time, with long mileage and huge construction
difficulty. One side, because the old road was in
operation for 23 years, and there were obvious
differences in the material composition and structural
design between the old road and the new one how to
ensure its splicing integrity and pavement durability

were two key challenges. Based on the conception
of long-life design and construction integration, the
permanent pavement, the new material, the new
equipment and technology such as anti-excavation
and seamless paving construction were all used. All
of these methods can extend the service life over 25
years and shorten the construction time significantly.
The other side, there were high-quality arable land
along this project, so precious land resources made
it impossible to provide landfills or temporary storage
sites for wastes. Therefore, a huge number of milling
materials, concrete wastes, corrugated steel guardrails
and other old road materials which were generated
from construction need to be processed urgently. The
utilization rate of these wastes have reached 100%, via
the high-quality cold recycling, regenerated aggregate
of waste concrete, guardrail recycling technology
and so on. Last but not the least, the industrial solid
waste- red mud- was used to pave the base layer of
highway for the first time in the world, providing an
effective harmless way to resolve the problem of red
mud pollution.
The successful application of these key technologies
for reconstruction and extension improved the quality
and efficiency of engineering construction significantly.
It saved much costs such as labor forces, machineries,
materials and time. These innovative technologies
generated the huge direct economic benefits over 30
million USD, which also had the extensive applicability
and vitality.

Sizhong LV
Vice-Chairman & General Manager, Shandong Expressway Co., Ltd
“ This award is awarded to the excellent projects from all over the world. Participating in the award selection and getting this award
can not only introduce the good practices and experiences, but also have more extensive and in-depth exchanges and learning
with other excellent projects in the world. It is of great significance for us to go out of the country and expand the international
cooperation.”
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RESEARCH

GONGHE - YUSHU EXPRESSWAY
CCCC FIRST HIGHWAY CONSULTANTS CO. LTD

T

he Gonghe-Yushu Expressway (GYE) on Qinghai-Tibet
Plateau is 627km long. Permafrost along the corridor
occurs at elevations between 4000-5000m and is
extremely unstable with average temperatures from -1.5 ºC
to -0.5 ºC. The GYE is a “lifeline” built in 2010 by the Chinese
government as part of the reconstruction of the Yushu Tibetan
Autonomous Prefecture after the Yushu Earthquake.
Following roadway construction in permafrost areas, the
engineering distress rate resulting from thaw-settlement and
frost-heave can reach over 30%. Prior to the GYE, no expressway
had ever been constructed in a permafrost region due to the
immense thaw risk.
Design of the GYE included remarkable technical challenges.
First, a breakthrough in theory had to be achieved to satisfy
the need for safety and stability of the expressway. Second, the
sensitive ecological environment had to be preserved to prevent
damage to the Three-River Source Area in China that provides
water for billions in Southeast Asia.
China initiated a series of research programs, investing 150 million
Yuan. The State Key Laboratory of Road Engineering Safety and
Health in Cold and High-Altitude Regions established advanced
theory, methodology, and technology for the expressway
design and construction. This was supported by 50 years of
observational data and permafrost engineering experience, and
by construction of a 15km long test section. The methods and
technologies developed were applied to the construction of the
GYE, the first expressway at an elevation of over 4000m. The
first 5 years of operation proved an overwhelming success. The
main design and construction achievements are summarized
here:
•

•

Field tests found that conventional mitigation methods for
roadways in permafrost would have been uneconomical
when applied to the expressway. Therefore, we established
concept, technical approaches and parameters for the
energy balance between structures and permafrost, and
designed 15 kinds of new structures to modify the energy
balance and limit deformation of the embankments along
the expressway. These techniques and structures have
been successful, as the distress rate of the GYE at operating
speeds over 80km/h has been only 2.5%, which is far lower
than the roadways in other permafrost areas (30%).

•

A grass transplant and recovery technique was also
developed in part of an environmental conservation strategy
aiming for “zero disturbance” construction. This transplant
technique caused the survival rate of the bio-engineered
protection to be over 95%. Consequently, the GYE was
called by the Tibetan “an expressway that grew up from the
grassland”.
In summary, the breakthrough techniques developed for the
GYE have resulted in an expressway of the highest quality in the
world with a low impact on the regional ecology. It is considered
a new milestone in permafrost engineering by the International
Permafrost Association and a classic example of permafrost
science development.

The scale effect theory of aerodynamics and thermal
mechanics on permafrost engineering was established. The
theory indicates that the thaw-settlement risk of permafrost
under the expressway is 3 times greater than under an
ordinary road, highlighting the high risk of permafrost
expressway engineering.

Shuangjie Wang
General Manager, CCCC First Highway Consultants Co., Ltd.
“ Winning of the IRF Global Road Achievement Award (GRAA) in the research category for the Gonghe-Yushu Expressway in China
means a lot to all participants. For the State Key Laboratory of Road Engineering Safety and Health in Cold and High-Altitude Regions,
it means a great development in the theories, technologies and methods for expressway engineering in permafrost areas. For the CCCC
First Highway Consultants Co. Ltd, it means a new breakthrough in road construction, which will lead the development of international
transportation infrastructure construction in permafrost areas and promote the harmony between human development and the nature.”
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SAFETY

INTEGRATED ROAD SAFETY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
DEPARTMENT OF RURAL ROADS, MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT, THAILAND

R

oad traffic accidents have regrettably become an alarming
subject in low- to middle-income counties. According to
World Health Organization statistics, Thailand was ranked
the second most lethal in the world in 2015 with the 24,237
fatalities and the ninth in 2018 with 22,491 fatalities. Specifically,
more than 70% of road traffic deaths are among vulnerable road
users like motorcyclists.
Thailand’s Department of Rural Roads (DRR) is responsible for
47,303-kilometer road network which accounts for 10% of road
network across the nation. Its vision is to enhance the technical
safety standard of the rural road network for achieving Vision Zero
(reducing road traffic deaths and severe injuries). In this regard,
DRR initiated an exceptional project called the “Integrated
Road Safety Management System Development Project” in
collaboration with national research institutes and international
consultants (VicRoads and Safe Systems Solution, Australia)
The project aimed to develop a comprehensive road safety
management system that can identify safety problems within
the existing road network, diagnose the safety deficiencies at

a specific site, and recommend potential countermeasures
for effectively improving high-risk roadway segments as well
as to advance capacity-building efforts across all road safety
communities.
The project tasks are three-fold: development of an emerging
integrated road safety management system, implementation of
road safety audit and improvement projects, and advancement
of capacity-building across all stakeholders to ensure safety at
both project and network levels in Thailand.
With this framework, DRR has adopted both proactive and
reactive approaches to improve road safety by means of an
integrated road safety management system. This groundbreaking decision tool has three basic modules. First, it identifies
high-risk locations based on historical crash frequency reported
from the Accident Report Management System (DRR-ARMS)
and risk scores based on the International Road Assessment
Program (iRAP) Star Rating method. Second, it provides road
asset management datasets and street view imagery for road
safety experts conduct a desktop exercise and determine
road safety deficiencies prior to a site investigation. Finally, it
recommends possible short-term and long-term treatments
and allows decision-makers to customize a reasonable set of
countermeasures
Since 2018, the aforementioned road safety management
system has been implemented systematically. Crash locations
and high-risk locations were identified, their diagnosed, and
the corresponding recommendations were made through Road
Safety Audit and Road Accident Investigation techniques. Within
this two-year period, the total of 1,309 locations was investigated
and treated. The number of accidents was reduced by 71% from
1,309 to 1,021 cases, while the number of fatalities was reduced
by 75% from 52 to 13 fatalities. The project resulted in the benefitcost ratio of 3.9 with the estimated cost of improvements of $3.0
million and the benefits from lives saved by the improvements
of $11.8 million. With this success, DRR is pursuing a 30%
reduction more in road fatalities in the next five years.

SakSiam Chitchop
Minister of Transport, Ministry of Transport, Thailand
“ Technological innovation is essential in overcoming road safety problems under limited resources and inadequate solutions.
It is believed that close to “Vision Zero” is possible but will require a clear shift in road safety philosophy and technological
advance ”
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TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS

HAZEN.AI: AI FOR TRAFFIC SAFETY
HAZEN.AI

1

.35 million people die in road crashes each year,
making traffic accidents the biggest health concern
for young adults. Hazen.ai is committed to improving
road safety by implementing the latest developments in
Computer Vision. Our traffic analytics suite is the first
and only to detect different types of dangerous driving
behavior on the fly from a normal CCTV camera, making
traffic enforcement quicker, cheaper, simpler, and more
effective.
Current traffic enforcement systems provide enforcement
mostly for speeding and red-light violations only and
are based on expensive Radar or Lidar technology.
They require specialized installation, calibration, and
maintenance.
Our state-of-the-art AI software runs on the edge in realtime, providing ease of installation without the need to
provide fiber connectivity. Our solution quickly and easily
installs on a road- side pole to monitor up to four lanes
with a single camera. The software comprehensive realtime enforcement for a number of dangerous behaviors
like Violating Red-Light, Blocking the Box, Blocking
Pedestrian Crossing, Illegal Turn, Stopped Vehicle
Alert, Wrong Way, Illegal use of Restricted Lane, Not
Stopping at a Stop Sign, Driving on Shoulder, Straddling
Two Lanes, Not Wearing Seat Belt and Mobile Phone
Usage while Driving. A violation package, consisting of
violating vehicles’ video and still images is automatically
generated within seconds of the violation happening on
the road, and is transmitted to a back-end dashboard for
review, focused on the violation only. Leveraging edge
technology makes our solution one of the most secure
ways to transmit data.

Hazen.ai’s system is perhaps the first edge-based
system to provide real-time analysis and enforcement
of many different violations through existing CCTV
cameras. Our system provides the most accuracy of
the underlying engine that understands vehicle behavior
on the road. Moreover, edge-based video analytics is
inherently privacy preserving, as the video is consumed
in the field without the need for human review. Only the
evidence of violations is transmitted back. The software
has so far been installed in four different countries and is
being rolled out to more customers. Hazen.ai is Nvidia’s
Metropolis Partner and Intel IoT Alliance partner.
By making automated enforcement cheaper and more
accessible, our software has the potential to change
driving behavior for the better and save lives on the road.
This is what motivates us – we believe that every road
fatality is one too many.

Anas Basalamah
Co-Fouder, Hazen
“Hazen.ai’s mission is to provide a Solution whereby ensuring the safety of every individual on the road. We passionately
believe in the Mission and Vision of IRF and are strong advocates of safer road and driving behavior”
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URBAN PLANNING AND MOBILITY
RICHMOND-SAN RAFAEL BRIDGE BIKE/PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY
LINDSAY TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS

T

he Richmond - San Rafael Bridge bicycle and
pedestrian path is a 4-year test project and a key
link in connecting over 360 miles of the existing San
Francisco Bay Trail. This shared use path, with an overall
cost of approximately $20M, links a significant portion of
the envisioned 500-mile trail through all nine counties and
47 cities, and across seven toll bridges in the San Francisco
Bay Area.
In planning since 2007, the project had a number of key
hurdles to overcome. In preparation for adding the path,
a third lane was added to the lower eastbound bridge
deck, and the shared use path was converted from the
breakdown lane of the westbound deck. The project had
two priorities: crashworthy separation between vehicles
and non-motorized traffic, and quick and easy movement
of the barrier for maintenance and cleaning activities. The
barrier needed to be at least 42” high to keep bicyclists from
accidentally vaulting over the barrier, but the top portion of
the barrier had to be more pliable than concrete to help
mitigate any contact injuries.

tested to MASH TL-3 containment levels with only 30” of
permanent deflection in the MASH 3-10 test. The level of
comfort from path users was immediately apparent when
over 10,000 cyclists crossed the bridge in the two opening
weekends.
The design, creation and execution of the high-performance
and high-containment barrier involved collaboration
between Lindsay, Statewide Traffic Safety and Signs,
HNTB, Caltrans, Metropolitan Transportation Commission
(MTC), Bay Area Toll Authority (BATA), O.C. Jones (overall
contractor), Contra Costa Transportation Authority (CCTA)
and Transportation Authority of Marin (TAM).
In addition, the project would not have been possible
without the voice of the many bicyclists advocacy groups
and other non-motorized transport stakeholders who,
along with Caltrans, worked with the Governor’s office to
obtain funding and oversee construction of the bike/ped
lane across this Bay Area bridge.

The solution that met all of these criteria was the RTS Guard
barrier from Lindsay. The RTS Guard uses existing Road
Zipper Reactive Tension System barriers as a crashworthy
base. These linked barriers are 39” long and 32” high, with
a T-Top that is used as a lifting surface for a Barrier Transfer
Machine to quickly reposition the entire barrier wall under
traffic. The RTS barriers are crowned with a 10-inch high
density polyethylene top to add the required height and
pliable structure. The barrier can be moved with a special
“high lift” Barrier Transfer Machine that reaches under the
topper to the T-Top of the concrete barrier below.
The RTS Guard barrier brings a measurable degree of safety
and peace of mind to the shared path users. The barrier is

Cole Hansen
Vice President of Sales - Road Safety Products
“ Lindsay would like to thank the IRF for bestowing the honor of the 2020 Global Road Achievement Award in the Urban
Planning and Mobility category. Lindsay is proud to support transportation agencies and stakeholders in promoting bicyclist,
pedestrian and motorist safety and mobility in shared use paths like the Richmond – San Rafael Bridge. We hope that this type
of project will increase in popularity as communities seek to expand non-motorized transportation infrastructure.”

2021 GRAA Application Information

2021 GRAA Application Information

APPLICATION DEADLINE: MAY 8, 2021
PRESENTED AT THE 18th IRF WORLD MEETING & EXHIBITION
The application package must include:
1. A completed application form
2. A project summary (<500 words)
3. An explanation of how the project meets the criteria of the category in which it has been
submitted (~100 words)
4. Microsoft PowerPoint® presentation (.ppt or .pptx) including but not limited to slides,
photographs, drawings, diagrams, videos, or additional explanatory materials. (Presentations
should be limited to 30 slides or less).
• If completing a paper application, please compress all your files into a single ZIP archive
and send the files via email (if <5MB) or a file-sharing service (if ≥5MB) such as Dropbox,
WeTransfer, ShareFile or other like service.
OR
• Complete our online application, which includes built in file uploading (https://irf.wufoo.com/
forms/2021-graa-application)
Incomplete applications will not be considered. All materials must clearly identify the name of the
project, the award category, and contact information of the submitting applicant.
Please note:
The submission of copyrighted material to IRF for the Global Road Achievement Awards shall
constitute a general grant of permission to IRF to use the materials for promotional purposes.
Each application package must be accompanied by a non-refundable entry fee of $400 for IRF
Member, $875 for non-members. A separate application package (accompanied by payment of the
entry fee) must be submitted for each project entered in each category.
Entry packages must be received by the IRF, at the address listed below, by 5:00pm EST on May 8, 2021.
Entries must be addressed to:
Global Road Achievement Awards
c/o International Road Federation
500 Montgomery Street.
5th Floor
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
For further information, please contact:
graa@IRF.global
Tel: +1 703 535 1001
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About IRF

ABOUT IRF
Our Mission: Building Partnerships
We assist countries in progressing towards better, safer and smarter road systems.
We develop and deliver world-class knowledge resources, advocacy services, and continuing education
programs, which together offer a global marketplace for best practices and industry solutions.
We serve a wide range of member organizations from both the public and private sectors of the road
and transport industry. Together, we form a global network for information exchange and business
development.
We invest in the next generation of transport leaders. Since 1949, the IRF has awarded educational
scholarships to individuals in 119 countries to pursue careers in the road and transport industry.

Our Vision: Better Roads. Better World.
We believe that well-planned, safe, accessible and environmentally sound road networks are
fundamental building blocks for human and economic development.
We are committed to increasing road and transport investments to meet the demands for safe and
efficient travel and flow of goods and services to help improve the lives of people worldwide.
We engage with governments, development institutions, businesses, and academia around the world
to make our vision a reality.

Our Organization
The International Road Federation is a global not-for-profit organization, headquartered in Washington,
DC since 1948 and supported by regional offices throughout the world. The IRF serves a network of
public and private sector members in more than 70 countries by providing world-class knowledge
resources, advocacy services, and continuing education programs which together offer a global
marketplace for best practices and industry solutions.
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International Road Federation
Better Roads. Better World.

BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP
INTERNATIONAL ROAD FEDERATION
The International Road Federation is a global not-for-profit organization, headquartered in Washington, DC
since 1948 and supported by regional operations throughout the world. The IRF serves a network of public and
private sector members in more than 70 countries by providing world-class knowledge resources, advocacy
services, and continuing education programs which together offer a global marketplace for best practices
and industry solutions.

WHO YOU NEED TO KNOW
Membership in the IRF is a compelling value proposition that confers the prestige of belonging to the bestrecognized global advocate for better roads:
• KNOWLEDGE
As the road sector’s tools and procedures evolve to meet society’s new needs, the availability of global
knowledge resources such as those provided by IRF is now more important than ever. IRF Members
play a key role, by helping transfer the latest technologies and knowledge from those who have it to
those who need it.
• ADVOCACY
By speaking at IRF Congresses & Certified Training, and capacity building initiatives, IRF members can
reach out to a global audience of key governmental decision-makers and effect real change in road
policies around the world.
• EDUCATION
Explore our in-depth archives of professional and highly relevant resources, brought to you as a
standard part of your IRF Membership. Meet passionate transport sector graduate students through
the IRF Fellowship Program.
• BEST PRACTICES
Gain international visibility for your successful projects and programs, by applying for the annual
IRF Global Road Achievement Awards.
• BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Showcase your research and solutions in front of a global audience! IRF Members receive up to 20%
off event sponsorship packages, exhibition space and delegate registration for all IRF Congresses &
Certified Training.
• LOCAL SUPPORT
IRF regional operations and staff in 5 continents are your gateway to market intelligence, government
officials, distributors and partners.
“Since 1948, the IRF’s mission has been to encourage and promote the development and maintenance of better,
safer and more sustainable roads. Today, there has never been a better time to be part of the global network of IRF
Members.”
H.E. Eng. Abdullah Al-Mogbel
IRF Chairman

For more details, please contact melabyad@IRF.global or visit

www.IRF.global/membership

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

International Road Federation

Membership Application

Membership Start Date:

Organization Information

YEAR

ORGANIZATION NAME

MONTH

DAY

WEBSITE

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE/PROVINCE

POSTAL CODE

COUNTRY

CATEGORY

Government

Academia

NGOs / Industry Association

Private Sector

Contact Information
1ST CONTACT
TITLE

MR.

MS.

JOB TITLE

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

OFFICE PHONE (WITH COUNTRY CODE)
PREFERRED CONTACT NUMBER

MOBILE PHONE (WITH COUNTRY CODE)
PREFERRED CONTACT NUMBER

EMAIL

FAX NUMBER (WITH COUNTRY CODE)

2ND CONTACT
TITLE

MR.

MS.

JOB TITLE

FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

OFFICE PHONE (WITH COUNTRY CODE)
PREFERRED CONTACT NUMBER

MOBILE PHONE (WITH COUNTRY CODE)
PREFERRED CONTACT NUMBER

EMAIL

FAX NUMBER (WITH COUNTRY CODE)

Fee Schedule (check the one box that applies; all amounts in US dollars)
GOVERNMENT

Local/Rural: $1,900

State/Provincial: $3,500

National/Federal: $6,200 - $18,900 (based on country`s GDP)

ACADEMIA

Universities, Colleges and Research Institutes: $975
NGOs / INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION (NATIONAL ROAD ASSOCIATIONS, OTHER INDUSTRY-RELATED ORGANIZATIONS) (Please select your annual operating budget)

<$1 million: $2,200

$1-2 million: $2,800

$2-4 million: $4,600

$4-7 million: $7,700

>$7 million: $10,400

PRIVATE SECTOR (CONTRACTORS, ENGINEERING/DESIGN & MANAGEMENT FIRMS, SUPPLIERS, DISTRIBUTORS, EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT, OTHERS) (Please select your annual turnover/sales for transport-related revenue)

<$10 million: $2,200

$10-49 million: $4,600

$50-99 million: $6,500

$100-399 million: $9,900

>$400 million: $16,800

Business Interests
THERE ARE A VARIETY OF COMMITTEES DESIGNED TO BENEFIT IRF’S MEMBERS THROUGH ENGAGEMENT AND GLOBAL NETWORKING, AND TO PROVIDE A PLATFORM TO CONTRIBUTE TO THE DIRECTION OF THE IRF’S
PRIORITIES, POLICIES AND ACTIVITIES. THESE COMMITTEES ARE IMPORTANT TO THE IRF AND ALL MEMBERS ARE ENCOURAGED TO PARTICIPATE. (Please check all committees that you are interested in engaging in)

Road Safety Committee		
ITS Committee

Road Asset Management Committee
Pavements Committee		

Public Private Partnerships Committee
Other*

* IF ‘OTHER’, PLEASE SPECIFY:

WHERE DOES YOUR ORGANIZATION OPERATE? (Check all that apply)

Africa		
Middle East

Asia/Pacific
South America

Australia/New Zealand
USA/Canada 		

Caribbean
Global

Central Asia

Europe

Mexico/Central America

HOW DID YOU HEAR ABOUT THE IRF?

Payment
PAYMENT TYPE

Invoice

CARD TYPE

Check

Credit Card

Visa

CARD NUMBER

MasterCard

AMEX

CARD EXPIRATION DATE (MM/YY)

CARD
SECURITY CODE

NAME ON CARD

AMOUNT TO BE CHARGED
(IN US DOLLARS)

TODAY’S DATE
(YYYY/MM/DD)

SIGNATURE

We hereby apply for membership with the International Road Federation and, by signing this document, agree to comply with the Statutes and By-Laws of the organization.
NAME OF AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

SIGNATURE OF AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE (IF PRINTING)

DATE OF APPLICATION
(YYYY/MM/DD)

D IGITAL SIGNATURE: By checking this box, I certify that I have the authority to sign and submit this application and that this
checkbox serves as my digital signature.



I AM AUTHORIZED TO SIGN THIS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION ON BEHALF OF MY ORGANIZATION, AND HAVE NOTED THAT IRF MEMBERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR PRO-RATA SHARE OF ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DUES
FROM THEIR ANNIVERSARY DATE UP TO THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF MEMBERSHIP CANCELLATION

GLOBAL

KNOWLEDGE • ADVOCACY • EDUCATION
BEST PRACTICES • BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Better Roads. Better World.

International Road Federation
GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS & SECRETARIAT
Madison Place
500 Montgomery Street, Fifth Floor
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Telephone: +1 703 535 1001 Facsimile: +1 703 535 1007

REGIONAL OPERATIONS
Brussels, Belgium | Accra, Ghana
Nairobi, Kenya | Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia | Chicago, IL USA

www.IRF.global

